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Abstract
Several studies observed behavioral oscillations in perceptual sensitivity across stimulus
presentation time, and these fluctuations have been linked to oscillatory processing in the brain.
However, whether specific brain areas show oscillations across stimulus time (i.e., oscillatory
sampling) has not been investigated. Here, we randomly revealed features of face images across
time and recorded participants’ brain activity using magnetoencephalography (MEG) while they
performed two recognition tasks. This allowed us to quantify how each snapshot of visual
information coming from the stimulus is processed across time and across the brain. Oscillatory
sampling was mostly visible in early visual areas, at theta and low beta frequencies. Furthermore,
it explained a larger part of brain activity than oscillatory processing. Other parts of the brain
showed distinct sampling patterns. These results advance our understanding of the oscillatory
neural dynamics associated with visual processing and show the importance of considering the
temporal dimension of stimuli when studying visual recognition.
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Introduction
In addition to being processed through time in the brain, visual information is also received on the
retina through time during the fixation of an object. This temporal aspect of perception is less
discussed, but no less important (see VanRullen, 2011; King & Wyart, 2021). Depending on the
moment at which it is received, information may be processed differently in a given brain area or
even not processed at all (Caplette et al., 2020). These variations in processing across stimulus
presentation time may be oscillatory, whereby information received at specific moments
reoccurring periodically is processed more efficiently (i.e., a rhythmic sampling; Figure 1).
Previous studies have reported behavioral oscillations in perceptual and attentional
sampling across stimulus presentation time (Blais et al., 2013; Dugué et al., 2016; Holcombe &
Chen, 2013; Landau & Fries, 2012; Latour, 1967; Fiebelkorn et al., 2013; VanRullen et al., 2007).
For instance, the visual threshold for detecting two successive flashes oscillates (around 33 Hz) as
a function of the time interval between them (Latour, 1967), and the information used to recognize
a face seems to be preferentially sampled at a frequency between 10 and 15 Hz (Blais, Arguin &
Gosselin, 2013). In addition, when multiple stimuli are monitored simultaneously, attention seems
to fluctuate between them at a 7-8 Hz frequency (Dugué, Roberts & Carrasco, 2016; Helfrich et
al., 2018; Holcombe & Chen, 2013; Landau & Fries, 2012; Landau et al., 2015; Fiebelkorn,
Saalman & Kastner, 2013; Fiebelkorn, Pinsk & Kastner, 2018; Re, Inbar, Richter & Landau, 2019;
VanRullen, Carlson & Cavanagh, 2007); this rhythmic sampling also seems to occur when only
one object is monitored (Holcombe & Chen, 2013; VanRullen et al., 2007).
These fluctuations have been linked to underlying brain oscillations. Among other findings,
detection accuracy has been found to correlate with the phase or power of ongoing or prestimulus
theta oscillations (Busch, Dubois & VanRullen, 2009; Busch & VanRullen, 2010; Hanslmayr,
Volberg, Wimber, Dalal & Greenlee, 2013; Helfrich et al., 2018; Fiebelkorn et al., 2018) and neural
correlates of perception have been found to depend on prestimulus alpha or theta phase (Gruber et
al., 2014; Hanslmayr et al., 2013; Jansen & Brandt, 1991). However, sampling (whether oscillatory
or not) in the brain has not been directly investigated. That is, whether specific brain areas show a
rhythmic sampling of visual information across stimulus time remains unknown.
To investigate this phenomenon, we used a temporal reverse correlation paradigm in which
random visual features were revealed at random moments across stimulus time, and we correlated
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neural activity in each brain region and at each time point to the presentation of these features. This
allowed us to render and quantify how each visual feature from each stimulus moment is processed
across time and across the brain, and thus to characterize rhythmic sampling in the brain.
Results and Discussion
We recorded the brain activity of five neurotypical adults over five days each with MEG.
On each trial, we showed face images to the participants, and they had to categorize either the
gender (man vs woman) or the facial expression (happy vs neutral) of the face in alternating blocks
of trials. Importantly, each face image was only partially visible: we revealed random parts of each
face image at random moments across the 200 ms stimulus duration (Figure 1b-c; Videos S1-S2;
Caplette et al., 2020; Vinette et al., 2004). Accurate categorizations mostly correlated with the
presentation of the eyes in the gender discrimination task, while they mostly correlated with the
presentation of the mouth in the expression discrimination task, and these correlations were largely
maintained throughout stimulus presentation, with some fluctuations (Figure 1d-e). These results
replicate previous findings (Dupuis-Roy et al., 2009, 2019; Faghel-Soubeyrand et al., 2019;
Gosselin & Schyns, 2001; Schyns et al., 2002).
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Figure 1. Framework, methods and behavioral results. a) (left) When stimulus duration is not considered, a stimulus
is effectively conceptualized as an instantaneous event (only one point on the y axis). This visual information is then
processed across time (the amplitude of the curve illustrating neural activity). (middle, right) In fact, stimuli last a
certain amount of time (multiple points on the y axis). This entails that information received at each moment during
stimulus fixation is processed through time. (middle) Information received at different moments is processed in the
same way. (right) Information received at different moments is processed to a different degree, in a periodic fashion.
b) Experimental stimuli were created by dot-multiplying a 3D tensor sparsely populated with 3D Gaussian apertures
(Spacetime Bubbles) by a masked face image. c) Example stimulus. Random areas of a random face image were
smoothly revealed in random video frames (i.e., stimulus moments) across 200 ms. See Videos S1-S2. d) Timeresolved behavioral group results. Each line depicts how much each face feature presented on each stimulus moment
correlated with accurate responses. Bold segments indicate significant correlations (Z > 3.12; p < .05, one-tailed,
FWER-corrected). (left) Gender discrimination task. (right) Expression discrimination task. e) Pattern of behavioral
group results for the whole face averaged across time. (left) Gender discrimination task. (right) Expression
discrimination task.

Characterizing sampling and processing across the brain
For each subject and task, ridge regressions were performed between the visibility of each
face feature (eyes and mouth) at each stimulus moment and MEG activity at each time point and
cortical source (Figure 2a). Stimulus time ´ MEG time maps were thus obtained for each subject,
task, face feature and cortical source. These maps reveal an as-of-yet unseen dimension of visual
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processing: they show how information received on the retina at different moments throughout
stimulus presentation (i.e., stimulus moments) is simultaneously processed through time in a
specific brain area. By visualizing both stimulus time and MEG time simultaneously, we can
untangle the brain activity due to visual information received at different moments, and more fully
characterize the dynamics of visual recognition in the brain (see examples of maps on Figure 2b).
In most of these maps, information seemed to be processed in a highly variable manner
across stimulus moments. We quantified this variance in brain activity for all brain sources, looking
at diagonal time windows where most activity occurred. Processing was highly variable across
stimulus moments for multiple areas across the occipital, temporal and parietal lobes, and for both
time windows investigated (90-150 ms and 150-210 ms). Significant variance was observed for
both tasks and for all face features (Z > 7.86; p < .05, one-tailed, FWER-corrected; Fig. 2c). This
finding confirms that the exact moment at which information is received on the retina matters for
its processing in the brain. This variance could be caused by many different underlying processes,
including oscillatory sampling, temporal integration, and top-down visual routines (Caplette et al.,
2020).
We characterized the different kinds of activity patterns that were occurring across the
brain. To do so, we first reduced the number of maps for each subject, task and face feature using
nonnegative matrix factorization (NMF). We tested the significance of the activity in these NMF
maps and confirmed that significant processing (Z > 8.12; p < .05, one-tailed, FWER-corrected)
occurred in multiple brain areas, at different latencies and for various stimulus moments (see
example maps on Figure 3). We then input all NMF maps to a density peak clustering algorithm
(Rodriguez & Laio, 2014) to identify reliable types of maps, irrespectively of potential small
differences in latencies or amplitudes. We identified three types of patterns. In maps of the first
type, a clear diagonal trend was visible in the activations across stimulus moments, meaning that
information received at all moments was more or less always processed with a constant delay after
its reception. However, information from different stimulus moments was processed differently:
information received at some moments elicited a greater activity than information received at other
moments, in a somewhat rhythmic fashion (see also next section). This pattern was mostly visible
in early visual areas (peaking in the occipital poles) and at early latencies (median of 112 ms)
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Figure 2. Characterizing sampling and processing across the brain. a) Regression analysis. Stimulus dimensionality is first reduced
from the full image plane to the 3 main face features (the temporal dimension is unaltered). Then, ridge regressions are performed
to uncover how each face feature on each stimulus moment (independent variables) explains brain activity at each cortical source
and time point (dependent variables) on correct trials. b) Results from the regression can be rearranged in one stimulus time ×
MEG time map for each participant, cortical source, task, and face feature. Each map indicates how visual information received at
each moment on the retina (y axis) is processed across time (x axis). Example maps are depicted (from top to bottom, these maps
correspond to: (i) S1, gender task, right eye, left occipital pole; (ii) S3, gender task, right eye, left occipital pole; (iii) S3, gender
task, mouth, left middle occipital gyrus; (iv) S4, gender task, left eye, right inferior temporal gyrus; (v) S4, expression task, mouth,
right calcarine sulcus; (vi) S5, expression task, mouth, right middle occipital gyrus). Lighter colors indicate greater processing. c)
Variance in the processing of each face feature in each task across stimulus moments, in two different time windows. Note that
variance is computed in diagonal time windows on the time × time maps (i.e., take the larger delay from later stimulus moments
into account; see also Figure 4b). Lighter colors indicate greater variance. White horizontal bars indicate the statistical significance
threshold (Z > 7.86; p < .05, one-tailed, FWER-corrected).

(Figure 3, left). It is consistent with the idea that the earliest brain areas simply process all incoming
sensory information in an automatic bottom-up fashion. Another type of pattern was visible in
partly overlapping areas (occipital poles) but also extending to slightly more anterior loci (left
inferior occipital gyrus and right middle occipital gyrus) and later latencies (median of 172 ms). In
maps of this type, only information received in the first 50-75 ms of stimulation was processed,
most often in one brief burst, and sometimes in two successive bursts (Figure 3, middle).
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Preferential processing of these stimulus moments may occur because the information received
early is generally prioritized, possibly because the total amount of useful information to come is
uncertain (Nienborg & Cumming, 2009). The third and final cluster includes maps that show late
(median of 448 ms) and relatively long-lasting processing of most stimulus moments. This pattern
can be found in slightly more anterior brain areas on average, peaking in the left inferior occipital
gyrus and extending up to the right parietal cortex (Figure 3, right). These maps likely represent a
higher-level processing of sensory information that is occurring in later areas related to object
recognition and evidence accumulation (Hanks et al., 2015; Woolnough et al., 2020).
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Figure 3. Types of sampling patterns, assessed as clusters in high-dimensional pattern space. For each cluster, the
average brain location, the distribution of onset latencies (with median latency) and example NMF maps are depicted.
White horizontal bars indicate the statistical significance threshold (Z > 8.12; p < .05, one-tailed, FWER-corrected).
For cluster 1, the maps correspond, from top to bottom, to: S1, gender task, left eye; S3, gender task, mouth; S1,
expression task, mouth. For cluster 2: S4, expression task, left eye; S1, expression task, mouth; S3, gender task, mouth.
For cluster 3: S4, expression task, mouth; S5, expression task, mouth; S5, expression task, mouth.

Rhythmic sampling across the brain
Since rhythmic sampling is often observed behaviorally (Blais et al., 2013; Dugué et al., 2016;
Holcombe & Chen, 2013; Landau & Fries, 2012; Latour, 1967; Fiebelkorn et al., 2013; VanRullen
et al., 2007; see VanRullen, 2016, for a review), it should also exist in the brain – but where and
when it does remains unclear, especially in the context of object recognition during a typical eye
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fixation. Importantly, this oscillatory sampling must not be confused with oscillatory processing:
while the latter refers to information that is processed non-continuously, in an oscillating manner,
the former refers to information received at successive moments being processed and not
processed, in a periodic, alternating way (Figure 4a).
To investigate oscillations in sampling, we performed a Fourier analysis of the activity
depicted in the stimulus time ´ MEG time maps, across the stimulus time dimension (Figure 4b).
We first focused on activity in a diagonal time window between 90 and 150 ms after feature onsets.
We uncovered significant oscillations at most analyzed frequencies, with peaks at 6.8 Hz and 13.516.9 Hz. These oscillations were observed mainly in the occipital poles and contiguous areas but
extended to the parietal and temporal cortex (Z > 5.15; p < .05, one-tailed, FWER-corrected; see
example maps on Figure 4c and average magnitudes across the brain on Figure 4d). Significant
oscillations were also found in a slightly later time window (150-210 ms), in more anterior areas,
but these were predominantly occurring at the 6.8 Hz frequency, with monotonically decreasing
power at other frequencies (Figure 4e; oscillations were also much less prevalent in later time
windows). This is, to our knowledge, the first direct demonstration of oscillatory sampling in the
brain. Similar oscillations in the theta and alpha range had previously been observed behaviorally
during sustained attention tasks (e.g., Busch & VanRullen, 2010; Fiebelkorn et al., 2013; Landau
& Fries, 2012). We also observed significant low beta oscillations between 13 and 17 Hz: these
frequencies are similar to those revealed by Blais et al. (2013) who behaviorally assessed the
frequencies at which information was sampled by human subjects in a face recognition task (see
also Macdonald et al., 2014; VanRullen et al., 2005; Vinette, Gosselin & Schyns, 2004). In general,
the presence of sampling oscillations between 3 and 20 Hz is consistent with findings from previous
behavioral and electrophysiological studies about perceptual oscillations (VanRullen, 2016).
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Figure 4. Rhythmic sampling across the brain. a) Simulated data illustrating the difference between sampling
oscillations (left) and processing oscillations (right). Note that each map depicts only one possible manifestation of the
oscillatory phenomenon illustrated. b) Sampling oscillations analysis. Activity is first averaged within a diagonal time
window to obtain one coefficient per stimulus moment. This series of regression coefficients (including padding, not
illustrated) is then detrended, windowed and Fourier-transformed. This analysis is repeated with the permutation
distribution of maps and the observed Fourier coefficients are z-scored with the permutation Fourier coefficients. c)
Example maps with significant sampling oscillations. The sampling frequency with the highest amplitude is displayed
in the top right corner. d-e) Amplitude of sampling oscillations at each frequency, across the brain, averaged across
tasks and face features, for the 90-150 ms time window (d) and the 150-210 ms time window (e). The white horizontal
bar indicates the statistical significance threshold (Z > 5.15; p < .05, one-tailed, FWER-corrected). f-g) Sampling
oscillations vs processing oscillations model fit, for each face feature, for the gender (f) and expression (g) tasks.
Positive z-scores indicate a better fit of the sampling oscillations model. There are no significant negative z-scores.
The white horizontal bar indicates the statistical significance threshold (Z > 7.58; p < .05, two-tailed, FWERcorrected).

Furthermore, these oscillations in sampling (across the vertical stimulus moment axis on
the time ´ time maps) are much more prevalent than oscillations in processing (across the
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horizontal MEG time axis on the time ´ time maps; Figure 4a). To quantify this, we fitted models
that explained all the activity within each map with either processing oscillations or sampling
oscillations (while accounting for the larger processing delays for later stimulus moments) and
assessed which model explained the activity the best (amplitudes and phases were free parameters;
see Methods). For all sources with a significant difference between the models, oscillations in
sampling explained activity better (Z > 7.58; p < .05, two-tailed, FWER-corrected; Figure 4f-g).
These results suggest that successive cycles of endogenous oscillations in early visual areas are
allocated sequentially to information received at successive moments, instead of all coding
information received at the same moment(s). This should be especially helpful to the organism if
sensory stimuli were to change during the fixation, the visual cortex being continuously updated
with the most recent sensory information. In sum, instead of being reflected as an oscillatory
processing of some snapshot of the visual field, brain oscillations seem to lead to a rhythmic
sampling of the continuous flow of visual information.
Considering stimulus time for a more complete understanding of visual recognition
We developed a novel method to isolate the processing of information received at specific
moments across the brain. This allowed us to reveal a new dimension of visual processing and
characterize more fully the dynamics of object recognition. We first showed that processing is
highly dependent on when information is received on the retina. We further identified three types
of patterns of sampling and processing that occur concurrently in the brain. In the first type, mostly
visible in the earliest visual areas, information from all stimulus moments was processed around
100 ms after it was received, and processing oscillated as a function of stimulus moment. In the
second type of pattern, predominant in similar but slightly more anterior occipital areas, only early
stimulus moments were processed, at a latency around 170 ms. Finally, we identified a third kind
of pattern: in these cases, information from most stimulus moments was processed around 440 ms
and in more anterior regions such as the inferior occipital gyrus and the parietal cortex. Importantly,
our method allowed us to reveal and quantify oscillations in sampling (i.e., different stimulus
moments being processed to a different degree, in a periodic fashion). We showed that they occur
mostly in early visual areas, in the theta, alpha and beta bands, and that they were more prevalent
than processing oscillations (i.e., oscillations in the processing of information received at a given
moment; e.g., Schyns, Thut & Gross, 2011). These findings further the understanding of the role
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of brain oscillations in visual processing. More generally, our results also show that considering
the temporal extent of stimuli and eye fixations, in addition to the temporal dimension of brain
activity, is necessary to understand visual recognition more fully. Other phenomena could be
investigated in future experiments using this paradigm, including temporal integration, attentional
sampling and visual routines.
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Methods
Participants
Five neurotypical adults (mean age = 27.60; SD = 3.21) were recruited on the campus of the
University of Montreal; each came to the laboratory for a total of five experimental sessions (many
trials per subject – 5,500 – were necessary to sample with sufficient signal-to-noise ratio the large
search space – all image pixels and stimulus moments – explored in this study). Participants did
not suffer from any psychiatric or psychological disorder and had no known history of head
concussions. The experimental protocol was approved by the ethics board of the Faculty of Arts
and Sciences of the University of Montreal and the study was carried in accordance with the
approved guidelines. Written informed consent was obtained from all the participants after the
procedure had been fully explained, and a monetary compensation was provided upon completion
of each experimental session.
Materials
The experimental program ran on a Dell Precision computer with Windows XP in the Matlab
environment, using custom scripts and functions from the Psychophysics Toolbox (Brainard, 1997;
Pelli, 1997; Kleiner, Brainard & Pelli, 2007). Stimuli were projected on a screen using a Sanyo
PLC-XP41L projector, calibrated to allow a linear manipulation of luminance, with a resolution of
1152 x 864 pixels and an 85 Hz refresh rate. A viewing distance of 55 cm was maintained
throughout the experiment. MEG activity was recorded using a 275-sensor CTF scanner with a
sampling rate of 1200 Hz. Fiducials at the nasion, and left and right temple were used to track head
movements in the scanner. Vertical electro-oculogram was bipolarly registered above and below
the eyes, and horizontal electro-oculogram was bipolarly registered at the outer canthi of both eyes,
to detect blinks and eye movements. An electrocardiogram was used to detect heartbeats. Prior to
each session, the surface of the scalp and the positions of the fiducials were digitized using a
Polhemus device.
Stimuli
Two hundred and sixty-four color images of faces were selected from the image database
Karolinska Directed Emotional Faces (Goeleven, De Raedt, Leyman & Verschuere, 2008); only
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frontal-view faces were chosen. These were composed of 66 different identities (33 women and 33
men) each performing a happy and a neutral expression; two different pictures of each facial
expression were used. Faces were aligned on twenty hand-annotated landmarks averaged to six
mean coordinates for left and right eyes, left and right eyebrows, nose, and mouth, using a
Procrustes transformation. Face images were then cropped and masked by a centered lightly
smoothed elliptical mask to conceal the background, hair and shoulders; final masked faces had a
horizontal diameter of 164 pixels, or 6 degrees of visual angle. The mean luminance and contrast
of all masked faces were equalized, separately for each color channel, using the SHINE toolbox
(Willenbockel et al., 2010).
On each Bubbles trial, random areas of a randomly selected exemplar face were gradually
revealed at random moments across a total duration of 200 ms (Caplette et al., 2020; Vinette et al.,
2004). In other words, different random parts of a face were revealed on different frames of the
stimulus, and the revealed areas were gradually appearing and disappearing (Figure 1c; Videos S1S2). A duration of 200 ms was chosen so that no saccade could occur during stimulus presentation
on most trials. To create a Bubbles stimulus, we first generated a random 480 (pixels) ´ 480 (pixels)
´ 25 (frames) sparse tensor (including padding that was not used for the final stimulus) composed
of zeros and a few ones. The probability of each element being one was adjusted on a trial-by-trial
basis using a gradient descent algorithm to maintain accuracy around 75%. Three-dimensional
Gaussian apertures (sspace = 11.4 pixels; stime = 22.3 ms) were then centred on each one. On each
trial, there was a minimum of one bubble in the (non-padding portion of the) stimulus (the average
number of bubbles was 94.74). Superfluous padding was then removed so that the tensor was 320
(pixels) ´ 320 (pixels) ´ 17 (frames), and thresholding was applied so that no value exceeded one.
Each frame of the tensor was finally multiplied elementwise with the same elliptical face mask
described above. We called this 3D array sampling tensor and the value of each element determined
the visibility of a given pixel in a given frame for this trial. Specifically, the face image (repeated
across the temporal dimension) and the sampling tensor were multiplied elementwise together, the
complement of the sampling tensor was multiplied elementwise with a mid-grey plane and both
results were summed together, so that non-sampled parts of the face were replaced by a median
grey. Note also that on each trial, the underlying face image had a 50% probability of being flipped
vertically, to compensate for possible informational differences between the left and right sides of
the face images used.
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Experimental design
Each participant came to the MEG Laboratory of the Department of Psychology, University of
Montreal, five times. They filled a personal information questionnaire (education, age, sex, hours
of sleep, alertness, concussion history, mental illness history, etc.) on the first session. Participants
completed between 1000 and 1300 trials on each session, in blocks of 250-275 trials separated by
short breaks. On each block, participants performed either a gender discrimination task (“man or
woman?”) or an expression discrimination task (“happy or neutral?”). Tasks alternated on each
successive block and the first task performed was counterbalanced across subjects. Overall, each
participant completed 2350 trials of each task: 2250 Bubbles trials (see above) and 100 trials in
which whole non-sampled faces were shown. These 100 whole-face trials per task were randomly
intermixed with Bubbles trials within four blocks of each task (participants had to perform the same
task and faces were also shown for 200 ms). Participants were instructed not to blink during the
trials themselves. After every 5 trials, the screen automatically showed text indicating that the
participants could take a few seconds to blink and rest their eyes before pressing a key to continue
the experiment.
On each trial, a central black fixation cross was shown to the participants for a constant
1500 ms, after which the video stimulus appeared during 200 ms, superposed on the fixation cross,
again followed by the fixation cross until the participant responded; a mid-grey background was
always present. A fixed interval (1500 ms) between the response and the next stimulus was used
so that participants could predict the onset of the trials. Participants had to respond as accurately
and rapidly as possible with two keys on the keyboard (key-response associations were
counterbalanced across participants).
Behavioral data analysis
Trials with a response time +/- 3 standard deviations away from the mean response time, below
100 ms or above 2000 ms were excluded from further analyses (1.37% of trials) (Caplette et al.,
2020). Accuracies were transformed in z-scores across trials for each session. Sampling tensors
were downsampled across the spatial dimensions to 64 ´ 64 pixels and transformed in z-scores
across trials. Sampling tensors and accuracy vectors of all sessions were concatenated for each
subject and task. An outer product was then performed between the vectorized sampling tensors
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and the accuracies for all trials (given the random sampling, this is equivalent to a multiple linear
regression). This results in a classification image indicating how each pixel correlates to accurate
responses. The analysis was then repeated while randomly permuting the accuracies 1000 times to
establish a null distribution of classification images, and results were averaged across subjects. To
observe the pixel-resolution time-averaged pattern of correlations, all 17 frames were averaged
together, and the observed results were z-scored using the distribution of null results. To observe
the time-resolved patterns of correlations for the main face features, pixel ROIs were created using
lightly smoothed circles (for the eyes) and ellipse (for the mouth). All three ROIs contained a
similar number of pixels (within a 1% margin). A scalar product was then performed between the
masks of the ROIs and the classification images. Finally, the observed and null results were
transformed in z-scores using the distribution of null results, and the maximum statistic method
was applied to establish a statistical threshold while correcting for multiple comparisons (p < .05,
one-tailed, FWER-corrected; Holmes et al., 1996).
MEG preprocessing and source reconstruction
Participants had all been MRI scanned in various studies over the course of the past five years;
these anatomical T1 MRIs were used for source reconstruction in the current study. All MRIs were
obtained using a MP-RAGE sequence on a 3T Siemens (Trio or Prisma) scanner with a 1 mm ´ 1
mm ´ 1 mm spacing.
The cortical surface was extracted using Freesurfer (http://surfer.nmr.mgh.harvard.edu) and
downsampled to 8000 vertices using Brainstorm. All further preprocessing was conducted using
functions from the Brainstorm toolbox (Tadel, Baillet, Mosher, Pantazis & Leahy, 2011).
Anatomical landmarks corresponding to the locations of the MEG fiducials were identified and the
MRI was aligned with the MEG sensors. The digitized surface of the scalp was used to refine the
coregistration.
When necessary, MEG runs were subdivided so that the head did not move more than 3.5
mm within each analyzed brain activity segment; short segments with large head movements were
also excluded in the process. Data from all resulting segments were band-passed between 1 and 40
Hz (Coquelet et al., 2020; Zhan et al., 2019) using a Kaiser FIR Filter with 60 dB stopband
attenuation and resampled to a 250 Hz sampling rate to reduce data dimensionality. Bad channels
were visually identified and removed. Trials with noisy or anomalous segments, or with
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blinks/saccades during or close to the stimulus, were removed following a visual inspection. Signal
Space Projection (SSP; Tesche et al., 1995) was used to identify and remove remaining saccade,
blink and heartbeat artifacts. When SSP failed to identify artifacts, an ICA and correlations of
component time courses with ECG or EOG time courses were used. The data were then segmented
into trials from –250 ms to 600 ms from the stimulus onset, and baseline corrected using the average
activity between 250 ms and 0 ms before the stimulus onset.
For each run, a forward head model was constructed using overlapping spheres (Leahy,
Mosher, Spencer, Huang & Lewine, 1998). A noise covariance matrix was then estimated from
(filtered and resampled) empty-room noise recordings from the same day; it was regularized using
optimal shrinkage during source estimation (Ledoit & Wolf, 2004). Estimation of the activity at
8,000 points of the cortical surface was performed for each trial using the minimum norm
technique. One dipole, oriented normally to the cortical surface, was estimated at each vertex.
Source maps were normalized using dynamical Statistical Parametric Mapping (dSPM; Dale et al.,
2000).
Creation of stimulus time ´ MEG time maps
MEG activity was transformed in z-scores across non-excluded correct trials for each day, source
and time point. Sampling tensors were then reduced to 3 (face features) ´ 17 (stimulus frames, or
moments) matrices (see Behavioral data analysis). These samples were transformed in z-scores
across all correct trials; they were then concatenated across all sessions, separately for each task.
Source activity for all correct trials was also concatenated in the same way.
For each task, source, and time point, a ridge regression was performed between samples
and source activity of all correct trials, using a regularization parameter of 20,000. Regression
coefficients were then transformed into absolute values, and Gaussian-smoothed across the cortical
surface (scortex = 2.5 mm) and across time (stime = 12 ms). Analyses were repeated 250 times while
randomly permuting sampling matrices across trials to establish an empirical null distribution, and
the observed regression coefficients were z-scored using the distribution of null regression
coefficients. To visualize the sampling and processing patterns, we rearranged these regression
coefficients into one stimulus time ´ MEG time map for each subject, task, face feature and cortical
source.
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Analysis of activity variance across stimulus moments
To assess the variance across stimulus moments, we averaged regression coefficients between 90
and 150 ms from the feature onset, and between 150 and 210 ms from the feature onset, for each
stimulus moment, and computed the variance across the 17 stimulus moments (diagonal time
windows). We repeated these analyses with the permutation maps to obtain a null distribution of
variance. We projected the results from individual subjects onto the MNI template brain (15,000
vertices) and averaged them. The observed and null results were transformed in z-scores using the
distribution of null results and a statistical threshold (p < .05, one-tailed, FWER-corrected) was
determined using the maximum statistic method (Holmes et al., 1996). Note that final results were
further projected to a higher-resolution template brain (306,716 voxels) for illustration (this is also
the case for all other analyses).
NMF and clustering analyses
We then investigated the different types of activity patterns visible across the brains of participants.
We first reduced the large number of maps to a few representative exemplars for each subject, task
and face feature using nonnegative matrix factorization (NMF). The NMF algorithm requires the
a priori setting of a k parameter representing the number of components to fit. To choose the value
of this parameter k, (i) we divided the trials in two random halves and repeated the regression
analyses described above for each half to obtain two sets of time ´ time maps; (ii) for each possible
parameter k between 1 and 12, we computed a R2 value measuring how well the components
extracted by the NMF algorithm on one half could reconstruct the original data on the other half;
(iii) we repeated this analysis for both halves and averaged the results; (iv) we chose the k value
that maximized the average R2. We then applied the NMF on the complete dataset using the chosen
k value for each subject, task, and feature. The weights thus obtained were finally reapplied to the
observed maps and applied to the null maps, and both resulting observed and null NMF maps were
transformed in z-scores using the null NMF maps. The resulting NMF maps are the maps depicted
on Figure 3. A statistical threshold that corrects for multiple comparisons was established using the
maximum statistic method (p < .05, one-tailed, FWER-corrected; Holmes et al., 1996).
To identify types of NMF maps, we used clustering by fast search and find of density peaks
(Rodriguez & Laio, 2014). All maps resulting from the NMF analysis that had at least some
significant activity were given to the clustering algorithm after reducing their dimensionality from
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2788 (164 time points ´ 17 stimulus moments) to 24 (the number of principal components
necessary to explain at least 90% of the variance) using PCA. The clustering was computed using
the correlation distance between the maps to ensure that the global magnitude of each map was not
considered. The points on the decision graph that had a rho value larger than 1 and a delta value
two standard deviations above the mean were selected to form clusters. This resulted in three
clusters. The latency distribution of each cluster was computed using the first latency above
significance for each map and a Gaussian kernel with a fixed bandwidth of 30 ms.
Analysis of oscillatory sampling and model fit
For this analysis, regression coefficients were not smoothed across the cortical surface or across
time. Coefficients within specific time windows from the feature onset (90-150 ms and 150-210
ms), where most brain activity occurs, were averaged together. For each source and face feature,
resulting activity across all 25 (stimulus + padding) frames was linearly detrended, windowed and
Fourier transformed. Given the short signals, we used a Tukey window with a taper value of 0.1.
Fourier coefficients were then smoothed across the cortical surface (scortex = 2.5 mm). Frequencies
from 6.8 Hz to 30.4 Hz were analyzed; lower and higher frequencies could not be analyzed due to
the stimulus length, number of frames and temporal smoothing. We projected the results from
individual subjects onto the MNI template brain and averaged them. These analyses were repeated
on the null distribution regression coefficients. Both observed and null distribution Fourier
coefficients were z-scored with the null distribution Fourier coefficients, and a statistical threshold
that corrects for multiple comparisons (p < .05, one-tailed, FWER-corrected) was determined using
the maximum statistic method (Holmes et al., 1996). Note that our empirical null distribution has
the same aperiodic temporal structure as our observed data (unlike if we were to use a timeshuffling method) and therefore our statistical threshold should not be liberal for any frequency
(see Brookshire, in press).
To test whether sampling oscillations explained activity better than processing oscillations,
we fitted two models to each time ´ time map: one representing oscillations across the horizontal
processing time dimension (i.e., processing oscillations) and one representing oscillations across
the vertical stimulus time dimension (i.e., sampling oscillations). To equalize the data on which
both models were fit and to account for delays associated with later stimulus moments, the models
were fit on maps in which activity for later stimulus moments was shifted left proportionally to
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their expected processing delay (because of this necessary shift, only 400 ms of processing were
included for each stimulus moment). Each model was created by summing seven sine waves of
frequencies from 6.76 Hz to 27.04 Hz in one dimension and repeating the resulting wave across
the other dimension. The magnitudes and phases of each sine wave were free parameters (14 free
parameters for each model). Best-fit magnitudes were estimated using FFTs (using the same
detrending and windowing procedure as above) across the relevant dimension. For the phases,
initial values were first estimated using FFTs across the relevant dimension and the models were
then fitted 100 times using random values pi radians around these initial values. For each model,
the values that minimized mean squared error were chosen. To compute a measure of model fit,
the final mean squared errors were smoothed across the cortical surface (scortex = 2.5 mm) and the
difference between the models was computed. This whole procedure was then repeated with the
null time ´ time maps. For each subject, task, face feature, and cortical source, the observed and
null final difference scores were z-scored using the null final difference scores. Results were finally
averaged across subjects, and statistical thresholds that correct for multiple comparisons (p < .05,
two-tailed, FWER-corrected) were established using the maximum statistic method (Holmes et al.,
1996).
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